
Course Delivery Name Online Mental Health First Aid Adult (15 to 17 Dec 2020)

Lead Instructor Jake Morrison

Co-Instructor Lauren Matthews

Please note, these are average scores based on the total number of feedback forms completed. Scores are from 0
– 10 where 0 is the lowest and 10 is the highest.

Questions Asked Average Total Completed

Confidence before 5.55 11

Confidence after 8.70 10

Knowledge before 5.73 11

Knowledge after 9.00 10

Lead instructor rating 10.00 11

Co-instructor rating 9.32 11

Likelihood of recommending the course 10.00 11

Comments

A very well thought out and delieverd on-line training. Enabley is a really good platform and interactive, almost
making it feel like a classroom event. The pace and informaton was delivered brilliantly with the right amount
breaks.

great course , so much to cover could be over 3/4 days .

I found it very helpful and supportive. The instructors were excellent, very calming and reassuring throughout the
training.

I think the course is good but in parts it is very fast due to the amount which is being covered in two days - I
personally would prefer a slower pace to allow discussion and time to look deeper in to some subjects.I would also
suggest that breakout spaces are used for conversations in breaks and lunches by instructors as people do not log
out so can be heard by others even if cameras are off.

Jake and Lauren both provided a safe, informative space to learn. Both shared their personal experiences and
allowed others the space to do so. They were respectful, mindful and supportive of everyone. Such a wonderful
course and fantastic experience, although emotional very rewarding. Thank you.

The course has been incredibly informative, Jake and Lauren were excellent trainers, the only comment I have is
some of it was a little lengthy due to everyone sharing their own experiences. I totally support the freedom to do so
and thought it was fantastic that people felt comfortable enough to do so, but it did feel a little much at times.

The course was delivered extremely well and lots of open communication was facilitated. I was never belittled or
made to feel silly for asking a question or getting something wrong.The course was structured very well and easy
to follow. The resources are of high quality and there is opportunity for further learning after the course. Jake,
Lauren and all of the delegates made this a very enjoyable learning experience and I will be recommending it to
anyone who has an interest in becoming a MHFA.

the course was excellent, it ran at a really good pace and even though we over ran it did not feel like you wanted it
to end. some courses you sit at the end of the day clock watching but this was not the case here.Both instructors
were engaging and pleasant to listen to .



Comments

thoroughly enjoyed the course, very engaging and not like other courses where it is just going through courses.
Discussions were very good and informative

Two very good trainers who are willing to share their own personal experiences which in turn helped the group to
share.I personally found it exhausting mentally and physically - the subject matter is hard going and also very
interesting - concentrating for a full day in front of a screen is hard. I am not sure if it can be restructured -
especially whilst it is on-line and not in a classroom - maybe over 4 morning sessions???A follow up day with the
group might be quite good???


